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About Us

K

aimanawa Heritage Horses is a non-profit charitable society run by a volunteer
group of passionate horse people, dedicated to the care and welfare of Kaimanawa
horses in both the wild and domestic environments.

About Our Cover
Photographer: Kimber Brown
©2014 Kimber Brown
Visit www.pipiart.co.nz to see more of
Kimber's photos from the muster, and
to purchase prints.
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We are advocates for the horses and work closely with the Department of Conservation
and other interested groups on the welfare and future of the Kaimanawa horses in the
wild. Prior to each muster we search for suitable homes and complete home checks to
place as many horses as possible. We actively support our members and their domestic
Kaimanawa horses through our welfare team, area representatives, magazine, education
and training, Annual Shows, and Ribbon Days.
Our members’ generosity, through membership and donations, is our primary funding
source.
You can follow us online:
Website:		
Facebook:
Twitter:		

www.KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org
www.facebook.com/KaimanawaHeritageHorses
@kaimanawa (twitter.com/kaimanawa)

From the Chair
Apart from the paperwork, another muster
is now complete with an amazing result.
This muster, like all musters, throws up a
lot of problems that have to be resolved as
they happen. There are a number of things
that have to fall into line, and this never
seems to happen as we would like and plan
for:
•

The time the army base is available.

•

The weather being suitable for flying
small helicopters.

•

Suitable stock trucks being available
for transport.

•

And being in the period the
Veterinarians Society deem best for the
horses to be moved. This means the
foals old enough to come in with their
probably pregnant mums, and mum
not being too far into the pregnancy
to travel.

The weather is the most demanding of
all of these, and this year it meant several
delays. This caused a number of problems
as we needed to get the bulk of the horses
moved through our Huntly yards by a
given date. This was achieved, but only by
a great effort on the part of all involved.
KHH would like to thank the NZ Army,
DoC, the vet, transport companies,
helicopter pilots, musterers, and the media.
Also a big thank you to all our members
and friends who did so much before the
muster — home inspections, stories to the
media, reference checking, and all the work
that goes into getting from an enquiry to
horses being delivered to their new owners.
This is an enormous task for a handful of
volunteers to achieve. Thank you to those
that made their yards available for our great
teams to transition the horses, re-sort, and
transport off to their new owners.
The muster itself was to start on a Monday
morning, but the weather made this
impossible with the Helicopters not being
able to fly from the East coast because of
high winds. These got to Waiouru late that
night, ready for a Tuesday start. Tuesday

Marilyn and Elders new Kaimanawas – Bree and Pippi
started early with a very heavy frost, but
better than the snow of the day before.
On the first day 132 horses were brought
in (but one escaped over the top rail),
and 50 were sent out to Huntly. On the
second day another 31 came in reasonably
early, and at that stage DOC decided to
call a halt and get on with sorting and
transporting horses out while the weather
allowed.
A total of 162 horses were mustered, made
up of 58 adult mares, 34 adult stallions,
and 70 juveniles. KHH placed 139,
KWHPS placed 8, and the remaining 15
(3 stallions and 12 mares) were sent to the
abattoir.
Two bands were brought out of the 'No
Go' zone, where no horses are permitted,
but they managed to escape into the
Southern region. The helicopter gave chase,
but ended up with horses free and pilot
frustrated.
After all the horses were in the yards, the
stallions were selected and numbered for
the Stallion Challenge, and representatives
from the army and DoC drew the numbers
and names of the competitors, and then all
the horses were ready for transport.

of expectations. All of this is done with
a normal work life to fit in, families, and
their own animals. When the dust settles
down you can all look back on a job well
done, and above all — you saved 139
horses that have every chance of a great life.
By now you will have gathered that I am
still here as Chairman, but only for one
final term to help through what will be a
massive year. This will allow a new team
to settle in on a year with no muster or
Stallion Challenge, and be ready before the
next muster.
Marilyn has stepped down, but has been
made an Ambassador for KHH so her
knowledge will still be available.
Thanks to all those generous people
who gave so much in Sponsorship and
Donations to help the horses. The amount
of effort, money, and support in many
ways has been overwhelming.

Elder Jenks

On the second day, 89 horses were sent
out, with the remaining 23 the following
day after everyone had gone.
Musters are a lot of hard work for a
number of people, and are a time where
emotions run high. Lack of sleep, concerns
of welfare, and dealing with a large number
of prospective owners who all have a range
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Kaimanawa Krazy

O

n May the 28th at 8pm a truck and trailer full of Kaimanawa horses arrived at our place to off-load our
16 Kaimanawas. This was an exciting moment in time. The truck was followed very closely by the crew
from Country Calendar who are following this year’s muster and the homing of our Kaimanawas.

Imagine my absolute delight when the gorgeous wee foal that the helicopter pilot saved from certain death walked
very calmly backwards down our loading ramp. The first horse off, and my first thoughts were “Ohhhh she is
soooo cute!” Ha, that was soon to change.

Day 0 - New Arrivals
You may ask how I came to take on 16
wild horses. From the 2012 muster I got
three mare and foal combos with the plan
of handling them, and then finding them
forever homes when they were ready. The
three mares produced three more filly foals,
and we fell in love with the lot of them.
The mares are now all broken in, and are
very much loved members of our family.
The thought of parting with them sickens
me, and their foals at foot (now rising 3
years) have also taken our hearts—but
the foals that arrived afterwards are just as
special.
So what could I do? I really wanted to help
save some from the muster this year, so for
every one I sold, I had to save another. I
sold four (a mare and foal that arrived at
a later date, and two others), so what do I
do? I take on five Kaimanawas to handle
for other people, and five mare and foal
combos and a single dry mare for myself.
I’m not sure how my calculations went so
wrong, but that is how I came by so many
Kaimanawas this year. Perhaps someone
needs to teach me how to say no, but at the
end of the day these beauties are alive and
well. Some day we will find forever homes
for some of them, but for the moment I
will enjoy every moment with them.
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Day 1 meant we were all keen to get to

the yards bright and early to meet our new
arrivals. Country Calender had decided
they were quite attached to them too, and
were also there to get a look in.

that race without anyone going over the
top was beyond imagination, but we did,
and for that I am truly grateful. Horses
were wormed and drafted, and very much
deserved a rest.

I am never keen to do anything with the
horses on day one. They are all exhausted
and need time to settle, but the film
crew wanted a little footage before they
headed off to their next exciting job. We
needed to give the horses their pour-on as
we didn’t do it when they off-loaded the
night before, so that could be the action
for the film crew. When we arrived at
first light we found there had been a lot
of fighting in the yards, so we wanted to
separate the mares and foals from the dry
horses. Of course that tiny wee gem of a
black foal, and her very beautiful mum,
needed a separate yard as I felt sorry for
them. So that was the days plan. Picture
this: 16 wild horses, a huge camera with a
scary man behind it, a skinny cattle race
with sides that soon proved to be a little
low for wild horses, and a job to be done.
We managed to get some great footage,
and no one was injured in the process,
but not to be recommended to anyone.
How we managed to get those horses up
Day 2 - Misty and Lightning

Day 4 - Haltering Frank

Day 2 was a quiet day, watching and

learning about the different personalities
we had in our mix. The foals were quite
large, so we decided to draft and wean
them, and get them out of the yards and
onto fresh grass—except for Black Beauty
and her little Spirit. Those two got a brand
new portable yard set up for them on grass
outside the cattle yards.
Interestingly, only two of the mares had
been feeding their foals, and they had
no milk the next morning after being
separated. We left them side by side in
adjoining yards until they all settled.
Taking the foals off the mares also makes
them easier to handle. The mares can’t
focus on us with foals at foot, and can also
be dangerous to approach if they attack to
protect their foals. So it is a safety issue, as
well as them doing better by not having to
feed their foals over winter. They can put
that feed into fat on their backs.

Day 3 and the foals were haltered, and

with the help of Desert Rose (a mare from
the 2012 muster) we led them to their
grass yards out in the paddock.
One of the dry mares was proving to be
a lot more nervous than the others. She

Day 5 - Little Spirit

Day 4 - Kenzy
was struggling to look at us with one eye
without flying off into another corner.
We moved Misty Grey in with her to see
if a wise mare would settle her. Misty
took her job a little too seriously and had
to be moved out again the
following day, but she made
a huge difference. Shy Girl
stopped flying off into dark
places and started trying to
deal with life.

see under him and he is very hairy. Very
shy but so honest. By 3pm we had a
halter on him too and I was blown away.
Next in came a young mare, another I am
handling, and she too was quick to let me

Day 4 saw me in the grass

yard with a 2½ rising 3 year
old colt that I am handling
for his owner. He had
been watching me the day
before while we haltered the
foals, and five minutes into
working with him we were
rubbing his face. This boy
is really cool, what a laugh,
he is so focused on food I
don’t think he realised I was
actually cuddling him, and
we had the halter on before
lunch. Then the next young
colt came in, another being handled for
his owner, and this one is a last year’s foal.
He is much shyer, and had been thought
a filly up until then because we couldn’t

Day 5 - Little Spirit and Kenzy

Day 4 - Lightning with Tanesha
touch her. We spent nearly an hour with
my arms slung across her wither and neck
while walking around the yard. She wasn’t
so keen on letting me touch her face, but
we had a fun time trying.
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Day 7 - Blayre the shy mare

Day 5 and we managed to get her halter

Day 8 and I still haven’t had time to

We then started working with a very timid
red mare, another that I am handling. She
really didn’t want us near her, so this was a
chill-out session for her to get to know us.
I did manage to touch her all over with the
long stick, so that was great progress.

At the end of day 8 I can reflect on how
far these lovely horses have already come.
Two foals loose in the paddock, and two
foals coping with us catching them in the
grass yards and touching them all over.
Beauty and her sassy wee foal were haltered
and handled for the first time today, ready
to move into a grass yard further away
tomorrow.

on without hassle in the smaller yard.
These lovely horses have a wonderful ability
to think things through.

The young colt needed extra feed because
he was in very light body condition, so
we put him in with Black Beauty and
her lovely little foal. What a scream that
was. Poor boy, the little foal attacked him.
His face says it all, he had no idea how to
take it. Not just once, she kept it up until
he walked away from her and her mum.
The little devil has spunk. My daughter
Jade had been hand feeding her and her
mum in the yard, and feeding some others
through the fence. When the food in Jades
arms was finished the little madam laid her
ears flat on her head and lunged at Jade.
This foal would be no more than 2 months
old, had only seen humans for a few days,
and already she was taking on the world.
Mind you, she had taken on a helicopter
and come out the other side alive and well,
so it’s no wonder she is a survivor.

handle our own Kaimanawas. It does
bother me, but they are doing ok, and the
time settling in is not harming them.

Five horses owned by other people are
handled, with two picking up their feet,
four able to be caught in their yards and
brushed all over, and one older mare
requiring a slower approach haltered.

Day 6 had two foals out in a paddock,

while the two older foals stayed in the grass
yards because they were still a little too
flighty to let loose. The colts have all been
booked in to be gelded next week, and the
older colt is becoming a pain in the butt.
To get into his yard to muck out I had to
push him out of the way. Hard to believe
he is a wild horse, he even allowed me to
pick up his feet up today, along with one of
the younger mares.
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Day 7 - Frankie picking up his feet

All are making huge progress, and even
Shy Girl is now accepting us in her yard
without flying off into her own space.
It will still be some time before we try
putting any more pressure on her, but we
will get there in the end.
What a privilege it has been to work
with these wonderful horses. I’m looking
forward to the coming days as we continue
with our time together.

Tracey Thompson

Bracken

I

purchased Bracken at the end of
May 2013. He had a bumpy start
to domestic life, with his first home
severely neglecting and mistreating him.
He was uplifted by KHH and rehomed to
one of their members. They re-educated
him, and backed him not long before I
purchased him for my 9yr old son. Bracken
was a weedy little guy—not very well
developed for 4½ years old. Over winter
we worked with him very lightly under
saddle, however he was very lazy and hard
to get moving. Walking was his preferred
speed.
A few weeks following an outing to the
Pukekohoe Winter Woolies show, Bracken
started showing signs of colic. After a
discussion with the vet, we decided that
he should be wormed as this could have
been causing the problem. I was advised he
could get a little more colicky over the next
three days and he was given prophylactic
medication for this. The turn of events that
followed were most unexpected.
On the fourth day following worming
he became so gravely ill that I had to call
the vet, who advised me that his case was
so severe that further treatment may not
work. It was touch and go as to whether
he would survive the night, and if he
did he was facing weeks of uncertainty
and possible death due to complications.
He had suffered a large burden of Small
Strongyles that had become encysted in his
intestine. These encysted parasites can live
in the animal’s body for months or even
years, waiting for the right climate to erupt
and wreak havoc. Bracken had literally
millions of these that had not been killed
by previous worming treatments.

even moving down the legs. If we couldn’t
rapidly increase protein intake he would
die.
With careful veterinary treatment from
Kara Watson at Franklin Vets, bucket loads
of medicine, a special feed program set
up with Takanini Stock Feeds, and a huge
fight on Bracken’s part, two months later
he was on the road to recovery. It is rare to
save them once they go down that badly,
and Bracken is now on a rigorous testing
regime to prevent a re-occurrence. He will
be more susceptible for the rest of his life.
He is quite a different pony these days,
with energy to burn, a glossy coat, and a
nice robust body. He is progressing nicely
under saddle, and is quite the character.
We are super glad to have him in our
family.

Deborah Honan

Over the next week Bracken spent most
of his time lying down. He developed an
infection on the second day of treatment
and didn’t respond to the first round of
antibiotics, so he was put on a much
higher dose of long acting drugs. During
this first week he also developed scours and
had almost no appetite at all. He was very
dehydrated and by the end of the second
week had become extremely thin.
It was crucial to get him eating again, and
it took another whole week to get him
back on small amounts of feed. This also
had to be carefully controlled due to the
fragile state of his digestive system.
At week three Bracken developed a
condition called hypoproteinemia. This
is caused by massive loss of protein in the
blood. The symptoms are a large volume
of fluid pooling in the lower parts of the
body, under the belly, chest, chin and
www.KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org – 7

The Lost Foal
A foal, probably just two months old, was being mustered with its family
when helicopter pilot Craig Alabaster, who was guiding them in, saw it get
left behind.
It was so small, it just couldn’t keep up, he says.
I put the group into the yards and went back out to look, but I could not find
it. I brought in a second group then went out looking again with no luck. It
kept playing on my mind.
I mentioned the lost foal to the head musterer, John Tullloch, and the Kaimanawa
Heritage Horses (KHH) representative. They asked me to return and find the foal,
and this time I found her. She had found her way back to where I had first started
to muster her group, about 10km from the yards.

So I walked her in, really slowly. It took about an hour and a half. She was a
feisty little thing too, she got in a mud hole and when I came in close to give her a
helping nudge with the helicopter skid she kicked my helicopter.
It was the same when I got her to the yards. She wasn’t going to go in, she was
kicking out and gave me some very angry looks.
She’s never going to be the biggest animal in the world, but she has more than
enough fight to make up for it.
Once in the yards she was happily reunited with her mother and spent the
afternoon resting and having a well-earned drink.
Images ©2014 Kimber Brown
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The mare and foal have been rehomed
together with Tracey Thompson, and you
can read more on Page 4.

SPCA Horse Welfare

W

hen the International League for the Protection of Horses
(ILPH) in the United Kingdom changed its operations, its
sister organisation found itself somewhat stranded.

ILPH in New Zealand was in the very capable hands of Sandra Shearer
who had done a remarkable job for the League for many years, and
rather than have that immense talent go to waste SPCA Auckland
decided to help in the continuing operation by providing its full
support. Members of the ILPH were fully supportive of this and
embraced the activities in what became known as SPCA Horse Welfare.
In this structure, warranted SPCA inspectors could attend to horse
matters in the field, which was something that previously had to be
called upon as and when required. The committee, still under the
guidance of Sandra, continued in its communication and fundraising
activities as a separate entity under the SPCA umbrella. This proved
to be most successful, with members of the public interested in horse
welfare still involved as donors, and with many leaving a legacy in their
wills to allow this important work to continue. These funds are used
exclusively for horse matters in line with the donors requests.
After many years of service Sandra eventually earned her retirement, but
she left behind a structure that today carries on in the traditions she had
established.
SPCA Horse Welfare continues to receive horse complaints and attends
to them through the inspectorate with the funding which continues to
come in. General horse enquiries are also attended to in this manner.
Many owners of horses have questioned whether there is a system
whereby in the event of their demise their horses can be cared for, and
under the SPCA Circle legacy programme the quick answer is yes. The
Society recommends that reference in the will to ‘any horses living at
the time of my death be given to the SPCA to be cared for’ is sufficient
for this to occur, whether or not money has been left to the Society for
that purpose. Horses coming to the SPCA in this way will be adopted or
fostered assuming the good health of the animal.
It is well to know that the specialised care and attention needed by
horses is still continuing, and will do so in the future.

Bob Kerridge

MNZM., KStJ., JP., FNZIM., BAppAnTech.

Executive Director, SPCA Auckland
Founder/Patron, New Zealand Companion Animal Council

Learn More About SPCA Horse Welfare
•

www.facebook.com/HorseWelfareNZ

•

www.spca.org.nz/spcainaction/horse_welfare.aspx

©2014 Kimber Brown
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Wild Horse Project

I

cant believe that I'm sitting here
writing about my third lot of horses
from a muster. It seemed like only a
few months ago that the first ones arrived
in 2010. Now I've got four gorgeous new
boys in the paddock.
I have to say, overall, this years horses seem
to be in the best condition yet. All mine
arrived healthy and in good shape. It was a
really nice moment when the truck driver
remembered dropping my first lot of horses
off, and even the horses themselves. It was
great to be able to tell him that one of the
horses he delivered made national news,
and international headlines for horse wake
boarding.

Every time I work with these horses I'm
amazed how quickly they adapt and learn.
This years group are no different. The
special moments when a horse that was
wild, in some cases only 48 hours ago,
comes up and chooses to interact with
people is just as special now as it was the
first time.
Within a week of arriving, all four horses
were halter broken, learnt to travel in a
trailer, and brought home. Fern, my mare
from the 2010 muster, kept the four boys
in line and was a great companion in the
horse float. Lots of people ask if I used any
trick to get them floating so quickly. Like
with everything else I do, there is no trick,

just timing, patience, and understanding
horses.They learnt to load and travel just
like any other horse, and the short drive
home didn't stress them at all. They are
now all settled into their new routine of
stable life, waiting at the gate in protest
if I'm late bringing them into the barn at
night. Two have been backed, and all love
their nice warm covers when I force them
to go out in the rain. Kaimanawas do learn
to love their creature comforts and some of
the luxuries of domestic life quite quickly.
Of my four horses, two wouldn't be here
without the co-operation and generosity
of the Wilson sisters, the Major KH fund,
and the general public who donated and
raised enough money for so many to be
saved. I financially could only afford to
take two horses, and was feeling incredibly
guilty about it when Kelly Wilson rang and
asked if I would take on another two with
sponsorship. I'm incredibly grateful for the
opportunity to take on the extras as I love
working with them.
The two sponsored horses are both lovely,
and it would have been a real tragedy if
they had gone to slaughter. Rehua, a little
bay rising 3 years old, that would only
just make 13hh at a stretch, started off
as the feistiest little colt I've ever come
across. Lunging at you if you got anywhere
near him in the yards. I think it's good to
note this type of horse could be labeled
dangerous or aggressive in the wrong
hands, but luckily we understood it was
just a fear response, probably from feeling
very small and vulnerable in his new
environment.

Rehua in front, Phoenix, Tengri hiding, and Thor

Tengri making friends
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Three days after arriving and being
haltered, he realised we weren't out to hurt
him, and he is now the cuddliest, sweetest
horse on the property and follows you
everywhere. Out of all this year's lot, he is
the one that loves everybody, and I even
trust him around the smaller lesson kids.
A remarkable change in just a few short
weeks.
Tengri, a beautiful young grey, is by far the
sweetest and shyest of the bunch, with not
a mean or aggressive bone in his body. We
didn't get a good look at him for days, so
busy he was hiding behind everyone else.
Now he sticks to you like glue, literally
hiding his head behind you if anything gets
a bit too scary. I'm excited about the future
for him, rising three I think he might just
sneak above pony height, meaning I could
ride him competitively in the future. He's
got a beautiful expression to him, as well as
great movement.

My two challenge horses, Thor, and a
smaller chestnut called Phoenix, are both
rising six. Thor is a big, handsome, deep
chested, dapple grey, and is definitely
the reclusive and stoic thinker of the
group. He takes his time to make a
decision, but is always wanting to work
with you. Phoenix is the reactive fight
or flight fireball, who sometimes tries a
few different options before he works
out what you want. Both though are
lovely, Phoenix especially has worked out
domestic life, and knows if he sneaks away
from the group to hang out with people
he will get extra treats without having to
share.
The Stallion Challenge is exciting for
the future of the Kaimanawa horses, and
hopefully it works as a brilliant way to
showcase their versatility. I know it has
already raised public awareness and the
profile of the horses. This year I like that a
lot of trainers are talking and sharing ideas
with each other, and I think discussion
is always the way forward and the way to
continue improving training methods.
Social media is a big player too, and it's a
great way to let the general public become
involved and aware of the story of these
horses. It's also great for keeping up with
what everyone else is doing with their
Kaimanawas, and what different methods
are being used. There are many ways to
do things with these horses and its really
interesting to see it in action.
This year it's been really nice having a
working pupil to help, and I have been
teaching her my methods of working
with wild horses. The two younger Kais
love her, and she tells me she's constantly
amazed by how quickly and calmly they
learn everything. It's nice to show a new
generation how remarkable it is training
these horses, and that there really is no
magic, just an understanding of horses.
I've also met other Kaimanawas who are
doing well, and followed up on some I've
known. Matariki was a rescue horse that I
received via Marilyn and Elder Jenks. He
was an incredibly special wee fellow, so
it's great to hear he's now a much loved
member of his new family. He had his
first ribbon day with new rider, picking
up a neck full of ribbons and a reserve

Thor on Day 2
champion. This a little pony that could
have easily ended up on the dog tucker
truck if it wasn't for so many people
involved in helping him along the way.
I've also had some great Kaimanawa ponies
on my riding camps, not mine, but great
to see some really lovely types out there.
I also see many young riders loving these
ponies, and I hope this leads to plenty of
people stepping up to help save them in
the future.
While the wild horses teach me so much,
you can never stop learning, and this year
I'm definitely expanding my education
into equine behaviour. By the time
you read this, I'll probably be back in
Mongolia. This time I'll be checking out
the Przewalski horses, the last truly wild
horses. I'm also heading to the far northern
mountains in Mongolia to ride reindeer
and meet the Duhka people who live there.
I'm incredibly excited to learn about these
elusive people, their way of life, and what is
involved in training, riding, and relying on
a different type of animal for survival.

excited, and daunted, by what's ahead—
the logistics of looking after all my horses,
including the newly arrived Kais, and
ensuring that I'm prepared for a journey
into far more remote places than I've ever
been before. It will be an adventure, so
make sure you follow me at Wild Horse
Project on facebook, or on my website
www.ChloePhillipsHarris.com. I'll be
posting lots of updates along the way.

Chloe Phillips-Harris
A Kai at Horse Camp

It doesn't stop there, because I'm then
heading to Kyrgyzstan to learn about their
nomadic equine culture and the national
sport which is played on horseback.
Unfortunately, this means I'm going to
have very little time to prepare my horses
for the challenge, but I think in the long
run it's an opportunity to see other wild
horses that can not be missed. I'm very

Phoenix Home from the Stock Yards
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Rasta

O

ne week after the muster, KHH
talks to Tegan Newman about her
new Kaimanawa, Rasta.

KHH: Most of our readers know you
from your ride on Watch Me Move at
HoY 2012 where you won the Pony of the
Year title. That result has been enormously
beneficial for the Kaimanawas, with more
people seeing them as serious competition
prospects. Did you know about the
Kaimanawa horses before you owned
Watch Me Move?
Tegan: I had never heard of them

before, so when I first got told about them
by the Wilson sisters I was a little confused
as to why these horses weren’t known very
well in New Zealand.

doing yourself? and what is it like working
next to the Wilsons who have handled so
many before?

Tegan: I am doing most of the

handling myself, Vicki will demonstrate to
me what I have to do with him and then I
will go off and do it.

KHH: How much progress have you made
so far, and are you surprised at how fast
things have gone?
Tegan: The progress I have made so far

is amazing! It's exactly 7 days after Rasta
was dropped off the cattle truck and he has
got a lot of trust in me, and also let’s me
ride him bareback now with Vicki leading
him.

KHH: What will your next steps be?
Watch Me Move, or was it something you’d Tegan: Next steps will be to teach him
KHH: Was it a difficult decision to sell

always planned?

Tegan: I never imagined selling him,

how to turn left and right without
someone walking in front of him.

and whenever it crossed my mind that one
day I would have to sell him I would break
down into tears, definitely the hardest
decision I’ve ever had to make.

KHH: Did you think you would ever have
another Kaimanawa, and when did you
decide you would like a horse direct from
the muster?
Tegan: Since Watch Me Move I have
always wanted a horse direct from the
muster - it was more planning how and
where I would keep it.

KHH: Was it difficult knowing you
couldn’t choose the horse?
Tegan: It’s a little difficult but it’s a nice

surprise to see which horse has been chosen
for you. It’s a good challenge as you are
starting completely fresh with a unknown
horse.

KHH: What were your impressions when
you first saw him?
Tegan: I couldn’t believe how adorable
he was, I fell in love with him straight
away.

KHH: What are your hopes for the horse?
Tagan: To make sure he enjoys his new

KHH: Where are you keeping the horse?
Tegan: Rasta is currently at the

Wilsons' and I go down every day to spend
time with him.

KHH: How much of the handling are you
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life with me, if he likes jumping then I will
find a little rider to compete him but if he
doesn’t like jumping he will be just a fun
pony for me to have around on the farm so
he can enjoy life.

Tegan and Rasta are now walking and trotting off lead

©2014 Kelly Wilson

3 SISTERS
17 SHOW JUMPERS
14 KAIMANAWAS
5 FOALS

1 FEED

‘Our team of Kaimanawa horses get
fed CopRice. It’s all they need. With over
20 Kaimanawas saved from slaughter
during the past two years the results
continue to speak for themselves.’

©2014 Kelly Wilson

©2014 Kelly Wilson

PROUD SPONSORS OF THE WILSON SISTERS

THERE IS A FORMULATION IN OUR
RANGE TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

www.coprice.com.au
Freecall 0508 267742
www.KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org – 13

Out of the Wild
Gift and Chance
Our three Kaimanawas from the 2012
muster have been joined by a lovely mare
and foal combo who have been sponsored
by KHH supporters. Without your help
we would not have been able to save any
this time.
Our 9 year old daughter Kasey is very
involved in their care and training. She
loves working with ponies of any sort on
the ground, as well as being the current
New Zealand Junior points holder for Side
Saddle competition. One day Gift and
Chance may get to go aside too.
Gift and Chance have had paddock access
from their second day, and we are taking
things easy, making sure that both are
accepting of things before Kasey carries
on. Chance had accepted being touched
without wanting to run the day before the
haltered pictures of him with Kasey.
If you want to watch our progress you can
follow us on facebook at “A Walk on the
Wildside”.

Claire McKenna
Reno
This is my 2 year old colt RF Prophecy
(Reno). I’d had a guts-full of horses with
‘people problems’, so I couldn’t pass up a
wild one delivered to my door.
He’s been great fun, and everyone that
meets him comments on how quiet he is. I
work 2 hours away from him, so weekday
interactions are limited due to the dark,
but over two weekends he has learnt to
have his face, chest, and shoulders touched
with my hands and a stick, and he follows
me everywhere. When he was released into
a paddock he was still keen to interact, so
I’m sure he’ll make a gorgeous companion.

Dani Taylor
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Buddy
On the 29th May our new colt arrived.
He was last off the cattle truck after two
other deliveries. At around 10am he finally
arrived at our farm, and greeted us with a
big whinny.
Our other horses were all around the
stockyards looking in at the newcomer, and
after a while I let them all in together and
opened a small adjoining paddock to give
them more room. This seemed to work
quite well—until I left for a cup of coffee.
From my kitchen window a kilometer
away I could see the new colt running up
the hill. He had jumped the fence already,
and my heart almost stopped. I was back
up in a flash and opened the gate for the
other three horses. Clever Buddy saw them
and jumped the fence once more, then
trotted obediently behind them back into
the stockyards. I saw why Buddy jumped
the fence, as I watched, the others started
bullying him. With a bed of hay, water,
and salt block, and the 3 horses safely in
the adjoining pen, I left them for the night.
The next day I brought in our 29 year old
ex race horse Soggy (you guessed right if
you thought this wasn’t his racing name.)
Soggy loves all horses, and he started
grooming the little fellow and looking

after him. An hour later my daughter and I
walked Buddy, with Soggy’s help, to a nice
paddock near the house. He seemed very
happy to have more space again.
The following day I brought the other
horses to an adjoining paddock, and left
them to get to know each other for a night.
The next day I put them all together and
the new herd was complete. With more
space there were no more issues.
Every day my daughter and I visited the
horses, hand feeding and giving them
scratches. We were able to give Buddy a
scratch after a few days, and now he thinks
that is what we do here. It didn’t take long
to learn about apples, and now whenever
we enter the paddock he comes running.
So far I feel that the transition to his new
life has been very easy. Letting him be with
the others worked really well (except for
the first day hickup), and he could see that
humans are alright too.
Whenever we patted and scratched Buddy
it was always his choice, and being in a big
paddock he could have moved away, but
he’s decided it actually feels quite good.

Bettina Shilton

2014 Ranges Trip
Book your place on the 2014 Range Trip to see where the Kaimanawas come from.
Seats are filling fast
Each year Kaimanawa Heritage Horses arranges a guided bus trip through the Waiouru Army Base
land. This region is normally closed to the public and we are privileged to be able to offer you this
experience. The next trips are on the 29th and 30th November 2014.
See foals, mares, yearlings, and stallions in their family bands. There will also be a stop at the yards
where the horses are mustered, and you will see the spectacular scenery where these horses run.
See the enclosed flyer and visit our website to make your booking.

KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org/events/khh-ranges-trip-2014/
www.KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org – 15

Luka and Tilly
Luka and Tilly are our two wonderful additions to the family. We
adopted them with the help of Robin Sisley at whose property they
are grazing.
I’m taking my time getting to know these cuties as they’ve been
through a lot. They whinny to me when I come to the paddock,
I’m able to hand feed them, and they follow me when we walk to
the barn. Tillys learning to enjoy a good scratch, but Luka is much
shyer at this stage. I’m looking forward to the journey ahead with so
many little milestones to celebrate along the way, and to building a
great bond with the two of them.

Claire Ewen

Lunar
This is our grey filly Lunar, who is being handled at Cliebrig
Sport Horses & Ponies with a group of kaimanawas from
this year’s muster. So far she’s going incredibly well, and we
are constantly impressed with her progress. The photo of
her eating with another mare and colt was taken three days
after the muster, and the one where she is practicing her
leading was taken 19 days after. I can’t wait to see the progress
she makes as she grows up. I owe a huge thanks to Anne
MacAulay for doing such a wonderful job with her training,
and of course to KHH for giving us the opportunity to get to
know such a wonderful horse.

Georgie Taylor
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Marika and Whetu
This mare and foal have been sponsored to our
home by Kaimanawa Heritage Horses. The mare’s
name is Marika, meaning quiet or careful in te reo;
and the foal is Whetu, meaning star.
Marika is an extremely cautious mare, and I suspect
she is accustomed to having other horses in her
band make decisions for her and generally lead the
way in life. Finding herself alone in such strange
surroundings, and with a foal to worry about, has
really thrown her.
For the first three or four days all she wanted to do
was hide in the corner and just pretend we weren’t
there. It took her several days to get up the courage
to venture through the yards open gate, and I even
had to move my other horses to the neighbouring
paddock as she was too nervous to go near them.
Two weeks after the muster she is much more
relaxed, and she is letting me scratch her over most
of her body while loose in the paddock.
Baby Whetu is naturally more inquisitive than her
mum, but obviously looks to her for social cues. I
have been focusing on getting Marika more settled
and comfortable with life and just letting baby
learn by observation for now.
My experience so far has emphasised just how
different each Kaimanawa can be in terms of
personality and pace of learning, and shows
how flexible we need to be in our methods and
interactions with them.

Rebecca Tasker
In a Few Years Time…

T

his is Comet, our 5 year old
Kaimanawa born from a mare from
the 2008 muster. He’s the star at
the Wellington Indoor Riding School
where he is showing a terrific jump and
superb nature. Like many Kaimanawas, he
has a real affinity for children and will do
anything for his 11 year old owner Milly.
He’s a great example of the breed, and a
real sweetheart.

Belinda Ware
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2014 Kaimanawa Muster
A Unique Photo Opportunity

F

or two days in May this year I was
privileged to photographically
record the biennial muster of the
Kaimanawa wild horses on behalf of
the Kaimanawa Heritage Horse Welfare
Society (KHH). What an event to be
involved with. Seeing horses running free
in the wild is a rare sight in today’s world.
Every two years the Department of
Conservation, working with the cooperation of interested parties including
the Ministry of Defence, KHH, and
veterinary society, organises a muster of the
Kaimanawa wild horse herd to maintain
a wild population of around 300 horses.
This diverse group effectively combines
the pragmatism of the Government
Departments charged with maintaining
the natural environment and the need for
a functional military training ground, with
the publics' passion for the wild horses.
This year 162 horses were mustered,
and of these KHH found homes for
139, and KWHPS placed 8. The
remaining 3 stallions and 12 mares were
sent to slaughter by DoC. This is a big
improvement over the previous muster in
2012 when 72 were sent to slaughter.
Over the past two years, with the assistance
of the Ministry of Defence and KHH,
I have had several opportunities to
photograph these unique animals in the
harsh, but visually spectacular habitat
that they have occupied for more than a
century.

©2014 Kimber Brown
©2014 Kimber Brown
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My relationship with this landscape goes
back much further, as I was born and
raised on a farm in this area. My family
settled in the vicinity of Raetihi after the
First World War, and my uncles were
trained at the Waiouru Military Camp
prior to service in the Second. As a child
growing up in the 60s, I would watch as
the men of my family departed to trek into
the headwaters of the Rangitaiki River,
East of the Military training grounds, to
hunt and fish. Super 8 movies made during
these trips show bands of wild horses
running free, as well as the deer we were
hunting.

©2014 Kimber Brown

The muster is a strategically organised
event. The different groups participating
are involved in many months of planning
prior to the start of the actual event, which
is based at the Waiouru Military Camp.
The date of the muster had to be flexible
as the horses are mustered with the help
of helicopters which are not able to fly in
high wind and cloud. This year the muster
was postponed for more than a week due
to inclement weather, but eventually the
muster began on the 27th of May, a day
which dawned cold and clear, with a severe
frost.
The next two days passed in a blur of
activity. Helicopters shepherded family
groups of horses into the yards, sometimes
from many kilometres away. Here they
were separated into pens of stallions,
mares, and mares with foals at foot. After
inspection by a veterinarian, the horses to
be adopted were trucked to distribution
yards from where they would be taken to
their new homes.

©2014 Kimber Brown
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This is a traumatic event for horses which
in the past have only experienced human
activity from a distance. Although the
musterers work carefully, the process is
all unfamiliar noise and confusion for the
horses who react accordingly.
I experienced some sadness watching and
photographing this event. It was necessary
to remind myself that this period of trauma
is made as short as possible by all involved.
The great majority of these horses were to
20 – Issue 8
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be rehomed to good homes, each vetted
by a KHH representative to ensure the
applicant was skilled enough, and that the
home was suitable with adequate space,
company, and care available. Here they will
not suffer the drawbacks of being a 'free
spirit' roaming the wilderness — although
they have no say in the matter. With
people now responsible for their welfare
they will be relieved of lameness, bad teeth,
worms, and periodic shortages of feed.

One of the highlights of these two days
was watching a tiny foal that had been
separated from its family, being gently
walked in by a helicopter over a long
distance and reunited with its mother in
the yards. A heart-warming moment for all
concerned.

In the past, before the advent of these
musters, the herd had grown to more
than 1700 horses. This level was far
beyond the capacity of the range to
support, resulting in the degradation
of the environment, and malnourished
horses suffering and dying in the harsh
winters and frequent summer droughts
of this inhospitable region. This year the
mustered horses were generally in good
condition, the result of maintaining a
much reduced population.
Accommodation and food for those
involved in the muster was provided by
the Ministry of Defence at the Waiouru
Military Camp. The warmth and
hospitality was very much appreciated by
all after a hard day in the cold frosty air
of the Central Plateau.

©2014 Kimber Brown

This muster, for the first time, the
Kaimanawa Heritage Challenges are
being run to showcase the beauty,
versatility and trainability of the wild
horses that are found in the Kaimanawa
Ranges of the central North Island. It
is hoped that this showcase will lead
to homes being found for all mustered
horses at the next muster in 2016.

Kimber Brown

©2014 Kimber Brown
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Photos by Kimber Brown Photography

Major Hibbs, and Dave Lumley from DoC
Drawing the Stallion Challenge Horses

Mobile — 027–450–9047
Home — 09–236–3984
www.pipiart.co.nz
facebook: Kimber Brown

Canvas and paper prints available for purchase

Visit Kimber's website to view more photos, or choose one
you see here

KHH would like to thank Topic Rentals and
the New Zealand Jet Sprint Association for
providing Go-Pro cameras for recording
footage from the helicopters and muster
yards.
www.topicrentals.co.nz
www.jetsprint.co.nz
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Specialising in Equine and Portraiture Photography
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▲ ©2014 Alan Gibson, New Zealand Herald

2014 Kaiman

nawa Muster

▼ ©2014 Kimber Brown, www.pipiart.co.nz
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All Extremes

Ten wild horses. Ten training schedules. Ten timeframes.

A

fter working with 11 wild horses
from the 2012 muster we thought
we had a good idea of what to
expect—but from the moment our ten
new Kaimanawas arrived at the yards it
was obvious we had ten new personalities
to work with. It quickly became apparent
that two were much more relaxed than
we had ever encountered, and if we hadn’t
seen them being mustered we would have
questioned just how wild they were. On
the other extreme we realised that some of
the stallions were more challenging than
we had ever experienced, and we were
excited to see what these horses would
teach us, because surely they would take us
on a journey like no other.
We learnt at a young age that there is no
correct formula for working with horses,
and this was reinforced when we first
began training wild Kaimanawas. The best
approach is one of flexibility, and we always
try to listen to the horses—letting them tell
us when they are ready for more.
For us, the true measure of success is
producing happy horses that love their
new life in domestication. Our goal on the
whiteboard in the stables is simple, and it
reads ‘to help all the Kaimanawas be happy
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- #the team.’ For us it doesn’t matter how
long it takes because we are focused on the
long term, not on short term results.
Through trust, great things can be
accomplished, and every day many of
the Kaimanawas surprise us with their
ability to embrace changes. Honor (Elder’s
lead mare) was initially one of the most
aggressive horses in the stockyards, but
by observing her body language we
understood it was a defense mechanism—
she was only trying to protect Elder.
Within hours of being separated she had a
change of heart and could be touched all
over the head, neck, and shoulders, and has
continued to make rapid progress. On day
five she was trucked from the stockyards
to our home and that afternoon she was
led around the property and through the
rivers, quite happy to be out in open areas.
Taking them on adventures is one of the
most important aspects to our training
process, and as soon as the horses are safe
to lead we take them over the farm and
show them there is still more to life than
the new fences and enclosed spaces. Life
has to be fun, for both us and the horses,
and we feel obliged to offer them an
amazing life. The Kaimanawa Ranges is

one of the most spectacular places we have
ever seen—these horses lived in paradise.
To be taken from their home, we feel it
has to be worth it for the horses, and so
we do everything possible to offer them
as much enjoyment as possible. Both our
showjumpers and Kaimanawas spend
much of their time on the farm, beaches,
forests and swimming in rivers. Arena work
can be boring, so we very rarely school the
Kaimanawas in the first year.
Eight days after the muster Vicki backed
Honor and she was better than most
domesticated horses. With ears pricked
she stood while Vicki lay all over her and
got her accustomed to her weight, and
since she was so relaxed Vicki sat up and
walked her for the first time, bareback with
just a halter. The couple of times she was
ridden she walked for no more than five
minutes, the rest of the time she stood to
be scratched while Vicki itched her neck,
head, rump, and shoulders for 40 minutes
while sitting on her. There is no doubt
Honor thinks it’s a great life, she is always
hanging her head over the gate waiting
for us, and spends her days grazing in the
paddock.

Her feet did concern us, and although
sound at the walk, she had severe cracks
in two hooves. When the vet came to geld
five of the stallions we asked him to check
Honor and the news wasn’t good. It was
one of the worst cases he had seen, and
she was immediately shod and had surgery
to prevent the damage from worsening.
Honor stood quietly to have her hoof
trimmed and shod, but was sedated to
have to hoof wall wired together. The extra
support meant she could continue to lead a
normal life and the vet approved her to go
to the beach the following day. As expected
she loved seeing the sandy landscape and
was in her element rolling in the sand,
crashing through the waves, and Vicki rode
her, walking along the beach.
While Honor and some of our other
Kaimanawas have made huge progress
there are others that keep us very
grounded. For these horses we have
different expectations and work at different
speeds. Some days they are left unhandled
and their only interaction with people is
feeding or mucking out. Other days we
wait patiently for them to approach and
eat out of our hand or let them out to the
paddocks to graze. Once they are leading
we take them for adventures through the
river.
From working with the wild horses
previously we knew some horses are
more difficult than others. Although we
had encountered difficult horses from
the 2012 muster (in particular Memo),
their instinct was flight, rather than fight.
Aggression, however, has been something
new for us to deal with. We believe it is
a defense mechanism for horses that are
feeling threatened or in pain, and can be
something bought on by an injury, by a
person pushing them further than they
are ready for, or by being pressured into
a corner so their only option is to fight.
Although some horses from the 2012
muster tried to bite and kick on occasion,
it was nothing in comparison to some of
our latest stallions. Hoff quickly earned a
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reputation as the most challenging, and he
would rush at fences to attack us, taking
his anger and frustration out on the rails.
We were obviously very cautious entering
the yards to feed him, and when working
him we have been very careful never to
put ourselves in a position to be hurt. He
is one of the oldest stallions we rehomed,
and had also split his forehead open to the
bone, so we excuse much of his behaviour
and are taking him very slowly. The only
thing expected of him is to be led from the
yards to the paddock each day.
Elder, the veteren stallion (17-19 years) we
saved from slaughter, is another one we are
taking very slowly. He surprised us in the
early days with his gentle and wise attitude.
By day four he would walk up and eat
out of our hands and was touched on the
head for the first time. The experience
was very positive, and for the next few
days he would sleep with his head resting
only centimeters from Kelly's shoulder—
although it took another week before he
allowed her to touch him again. Patience is
Kelly’s virtue though, and she stood quietly
beside him each day while he ate hay out of
her hand—his eyes soft, ears pricked, and a
leg resting. There were times we were left in
awe of how happy the old boy was, but we
never took him for granted, and each day
allowed him to choose just how much he
was ready for. Touching him for the second
time on day 10 was a highlight for Kelly,
and she stood for 40 minutes braiding his
forelock and running her hands over his
face while he slept.
Two days after being separated, Elder
and Honor were reunited and they were
obviously relieved and happy to see each
other again. Over the next week they often
saw each other during the day, and a week
later they were yarded beside each other
again for the first time. It was a mistake,
and we have learned yet another valuable
lesson. When Kelly entered his yard to
catch him, he lunged at her with teeth
bared, and not wanting him to realise she

could be intimidated she held her ground,
then retreated and got one of the working
students to assist. In total he threatened
them another three times before he could
be caught, and in the days
that followed he continued to
regress.
That afternoon, and the
following day, Kelly patiently
spent hours with him trying to
get him happy in her presence,
but he never truly relaxed
and often threatened to bite,
something he had never done
previously. Once he was happy
to be touched again (because
finishing on a positive note is
very important), we decided
he needed some time to relax,
and hoping he would settle we
turned him out in a large paddock. Each
day Kelly only spends a few minutes with
him, holding out hay. Without fail he
approaches to eat out of her hand, but he
is a long way off where he was the week
before. One error in judgment has set
Elder back by weeks in his training and
we no longer trust him. Fortunately trust

can be restored, and more importantly it is
irrelevant how long it takes—as long as we
have a happy horse he can have as much
time as needed.

The wild horses often remind us of the
movie 50 First Dates because overnight
they often forget the lessons from the day
before. Rather than getting frustrated you
have to accept where they are at, and work
with whatever they are willing to give you.
They teach you patience, and if you are
open to learn there are many lessons the
wild ones can instill in you. As proven by
our horses from the 2012 muster, it doesn't
matter how long the horses take in the first
year, because they all catch up eventually.
Memo took 250 days to get to the same
point as Survivor did in three weeks, and
Remembrance was turned out for almost
two years with very little handling. They
are all amazing now and love people, but
they all needed to be treated as individuals
and be worked on their own timeframe—
what works for one horse very rarely works
for them all.
Between hoof issues (in general
surprisingly bad), possible gastric ulcers
from transport and yarding, battle wounds
from the truck drive North and being
yarded together, we also have horses with
extreme dental issues. 19 days after the
muster we had some of the Kaimanawas
teeth done by Warwick Berhns, and while
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some only had minor issues including wolf
teeth (we never ride a horse with a bit until
wolf teeth are removed), sharp hooks, and
razor sharp edges, others are more serious.
Elder and DoC have missing and fractured
teeth, and overall the horses showed signs
of brittle teeth from malnutrition. The
worst case was Argo who had a tooth
growing out of alignment, and bloody
clumps of food were removed from a hole
in the socket. The diseased area would have
affected his ability to survive in the wild,
and he would have been lucky to live to
8-9 years without dental care.
Our approach to horse care is not cheap,
and we never take shortcuts. The horses
get the very best to ensure they have the
best chance at domesticated life. The hours
we spend with these horses is extensive,
and although some horses only get five
minutes each day, others may have hours.
It’s the constant exposure to people and
farm life that helps them transition so
quickly. The knowledge we have gained
over the past two decades has been critical
to the happiness of our horses. The saying
'ignorance is bliss' is far from true, having
the knowledge to help horses live a pain
free and enjoyable life is one of the greatest
things we can offer both our showjumpers
and the wild Kaimanawas we save. Across
the nation and internationally there is
a desperate need for people to better
understand horses, and we are committed
to raising awareness about horse welfare.

Kelly Wilson
Images ©2013-2014 Kelly Wilson
www.KellyWilson.co.nz
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Stallion Challenge Trainers

O

ver the last few weeks 147 horses have been settling in to nearly 80 new homes
across the North Island. Some of these horses will be entering competition life
much sooner than most, as their owners have applied for, and been selected,
to take part in the Kaimanawa Heritage Challenges. The challenges give the public a
unique opportunity to see the results of wild horses becoming trained mounts, and it will
showcase the beauty, versatility, and trainability of the Kaimanawa Horses.
After being selected to compete at a Kaimanawa Heritage Challenge event, trainers are
randomly assigned an adult Kaimanawa stallion (over three-years-old) that has never
been touched by humans. With approximately 150 days before the Major Milestone at
Equidays, and 250 days before the Stallion Makeover at the New Zealand Horse of the
Year, the stallions must be gelded and trainers must build trust and develop a relationship
with the horse to ensure the best possible performance.
At each event, horse and rider teams compete in preliminary classes and the highest
placing horses are chosen to compete in the finals. Trainers are then required to present
a freestyle performance to showcase their Kaimanawas’ abilities and talents. Similar
challenges are hosted in America and audiences are amazed at the willingness of the
horses, who under the direction of their talented trainers often perform amazing feats
such as being ridden without a bridle, standing steady as their rider stands atop the
saddle, riding past noisy obstacles without flinching, and other training accomplishments
not seen in many horses after years of training.
Twelve professional trainers are competing, and it is fascinating to see the techniques they
are using, and the progress they are making. Read on to meet our trainers.

Amanda Wilson
Amanda Wilson’s partnership with her
famed pony Showtym Viking first bought
her into the public eye by winning the
2012 Pony of the Year. She then upgraded
him to the horse classes in 2011 and
together they have gone on to win and
place in many Young Rider and Grand Prix
classes to 1.50m. She has proven herself on
a number of horses and more recently has
produced Showtym Cassanova to success
at Grand Prix and Super League (1.40m 1.60m) level.

With her consistent results she has
gathered fans across the country and is
an immensely popular coach. Amanda
is well known for her ability to explain
comprehensive and life changing lessons
and techniques through very simple and
relatable examples. She has also gained
recognition for her bareback and bridleless
work and from 2009 she often jumped
Viking around courses to 1.30m with no
gear on and has done demonstrations at
the Horse of the Year.
Amanda’s background with horses
is diverse and over the years she has
competed in Showing, Show Hunter,
Eventing, Hunting, Games, and Pony
Club events, but in more recent years has
focused wholeheartedly on Show Jumping.
Her career highlights include winning the
Pony of the Year, National Pony Grand
Prix, 7-Year-Old Horse of the Year, and the
Canterbury Championships Super League.
Over the years she has also had consistent
and formidable results in the national
ESNZ show jumping series and was ranked
among the nations top riders with top 5
finishes in the Pony Grand Prix, 5-Year-

STALLION

MAKEOVER

A KAIMANAWA HERITAGE CHALLENGE

MAJOR MILESTONE
A KAIMANAWA HERITAGE CHALLENGE

Old, 7-Year-Old, and Young Rider series.
Amanda has a passion for young horses
and purchases most of her horses as young
stock because she loves to start with a blank
canvas. Her gentle approach to working
with horses produces highly effective
results and she has earned a reputation for
producing some of the best young horses
on the showjumping circuit. In 2013 she
was runner up in the 4-Year-Old title at
the National Breeders Championships and
in 2014 she won the National 5-Year-Old
Series on Showtym Rebel who she started
under saddle as a stallion the winter before.
Amanda also has a passion for film, and in
2012, alongside her sisters Vicki and Kelly,
she saved 11 wild horses from slaughter
and filmed their journey for the upcoming
documentary Wind Eaters – it will be her
first directorial debut. Because she was
often behind the camera she experienced
first hand the life changing work with the
wild Kaimanawas, and has been looking
forward to training her own stallions from
the 2014 muster.

Find Out More…
To find out more about the challenges and see the
competitors progress visit
www.kaimanawaheritagehorses.org/events/kaimanawachallenges
Amanda Wilson
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Anne MacAulay
I grew up on a large drystock farm in Southland.
We used horses and ponies to do all the stock
work and so the whole family rode. I started
helping my mother break in horses we had bred
from a young age. It was my job to rub or brush
them through the rails of the chute until they
calmed down and relaxed. I broke my first pony
in when I was 9 years old – without my parents’
knowledge. I just announced one day that the
pony was ready to be ridden and within a few
minutes the 5 year old who was visiting was
riding him around the round pen. I remember
my mother standing beside the child’s mother,
shaking her head and saying “I had no idea.”
As a teenager I did a little bit of all sorts of
competing. I travelled to the UK and greatly

out about my 'other' life for the first time. They
are hugely interested and want to know what I
am doing each day with the horses.
I am looking forward to having fun working
with this crop of horses, getting them going,
introducing them to the world of domestic
horses, and showing the world what each of them
can do.

Ben Longwell

PROUD TO SPONSOR
THE KAIMANAWA
STALLION CHALLENGES
“Winning horses need
the right conditions …
inside and out”

Benjamin Longwell of True West Horsemanship
Ltd grew up riding horses and working cattle,
following in four and five generations of both
sides of his family on the Western Slope of
Colorado, USA. After school, he spent much of
his time doing day work for ranches and outfits in
the area, learning from the skills and experience
of the ranchers with both cattle and horses. He
also completed an apprenticeship at Eagleview
Quarter Horses in Loma, CO, and learned the
basics of colt starting and quality horsemanship.
Ben spent much of the next six years in the colt
starting and horse training business, which also
included a couple of years at a 300,000 acre
Ranch in Wyoming. During that time Ben was
involved in conducting horsemanship clinics
and demonstrations, and began working in the
vaquero bridlehorse tradition.
Ben has counted it a privilege to work with some
of the great horsemen of the West, adding to
his natural gift and lifetime of practical equine
experience. He is influenced by the methods of
such horsemen as Tom and Bill Dorrance, Ray
Hunt, Richard Caldwell, Martin Black, Buck
Brannaman, and others.

Anne MacAulay
increased my knowledge and skills in working
with finished horses, but my interest still lay in
starting them well. I have mostly horse trialled
over the years, and enjoy the precision of
dressage coupled with the excitement of cross
country. Recently I have learnt to drive and have
started a couple of ponies in harness, including
a Kaimanawa. I am enjoying this new aspect of
equestrian sport.

Early in 2011, Ben and his wife Natalie took
the opportunity to build a very successful Horse
Training and Clinic business in New Zealand
(Natalie’s home country), and work with
clients and equine groups to provide quality
colt starting, horse training, problem solving,
and a variety of Horsemanship Clinics. Just
recently they have also begun providing quality,
handmade, tack here in NZ.

I have a small farm near Te Awamutu where I
have my horses, and also run angora goats and
a few nurse cows raising calves each year. I have
access to neighbouring farms for more riding and
a friend’s arena whenever I feel the need. Most of
the time I school in a sand based grass paddock.
I work 32 hours a week managing a team of
Health Social Workers at Waikato DHB. My
horse training happens around this work, so I
start early in the morning and finish late in the
evening—especially in summer. My horses all get
used to being handled by me wearing a headlamp.
I love having the balance of my work off the
farm and my work on the farm. With this year’s
Kaimanawa muster and the Stallion Challenge,
many of my colleagues (those who haven’t already
asked “How did you get that bruise?”) have found

Ben Longwell
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During this time, Ben was one of the Three
Horsemen at the inaugural Equidays, has
conducted Clinics around the country
and in the States, and has appeared
in numerous publications as well as
writing several articles himself. He is very
honoured to have been invited to compete
the first KHH Stallion Challenge this year,
and is looking forward to the process of
working with a Kaimanawa straight from
the wild.
Ben uses his down-to-earth relaxed
approach when dealing with horses or
people. He counts it a blessing to be
able to work with horses every day and
believes in the philosophy that ‘Every
horse has something to teach you if you are
listening’.

her grey mare Fern, from the 2010 muster,
made international news for galloping
through the surf towing a wakeboarder.
This year she will be taking on four horses
from muster, with two stallions in the
challenge. To add to the challenge, she will
be short on time with a return to Mongolia
in September, this time to ride reindeer
and visit the worlds last native wild horses,
the Przewalskis'; as well as a quick return
trip to Fiji with Kiwi Care Team in early
July.

Chloe Phillips-Harris
Chloe Phillips-Harris is a 25yr old
eventing rider based in the Bay of Islands.
In 2009 she won the Young Rider Horse
Trials Circuit and these days competes
at 2** level on her mount Cor Jet. As
someone who loves adventure and horses,
in 2013 she rode 1000km across Mongolia,
competing in the worlds toughest horse
race, the Mongol derby. Chloe is also very
involved with Kiwi Care Team, which
helps working equines in developing
countries through aid and education.
"I'm really passionate about understanding
horse behaviour, I always want to learn
more. I love the sport horse side, and
working horses in places like India,
Egypt and Fiji can be heart–breaking but
interesting. Kais' though are really special,
so trainable, and you learn something new
every time you work with one. I think this
year with the Challenge should be exciting
to see everything these horses are capable
of."
Chloe has trained many Kaimanawas over
the years, both from musters and through
rehoming and rescue. She has ridden and
produced them for eventing, jumping,
dressage and pony club mounts. Last year

Chloe Phillips-Harris

Tim Featherstone and Kate
Hewlett
Kate Hewlett and Tim Featherstone
run the successful Kate’s Riding Centre
Ltd in Kerikeri, Northland. They have a
large number of riding students, and are
involved in all aspects of horse training—
from starting young ones to schooling
problem horses. They also have breeding
stock and two fabulous stallions: the
beautiful Australianbred Diamond Park
Sinatra, a cremello thoroughbred, and

naturally
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Kate and Tim have devoted their lives to
understanding and training horses, and
helping people to get the best from them.
Their philosophies are based on the work of
Tom Dorrence, Ray Hunt, Andrew Mclean
and Philippe Karl. “Our uniqueness is that
we draw from so many of these related
theories and deliver this to our students in
a simple package”, says Tim. Drawing from
over ten years of research and practice their
style is a holistic combination of Classical
Dressage, Natural Horsemanship, and
Equitation Science methods. The result is
a beautiful and straightforward partnership
that is ethical and sustainable. “Our horse
management is based on keeping the horse
in as natural a state as possible in order to
maximise their mental and physical health
and therefore performance”.
Both Kate and Tim have been around
horses all their lives. Kate competed
successfully at international 4* eventing
level, and took Jos Bayly's eight year old
'World Wide Wonder’ stallion Internet
to great heights. Aboard Internet she was
a reserve for the Athens 2004 Olympics,
and placed 15th at Badminton, 7th at
Burghley, and 5th at the British Open
Championships.

straight out of the wild
washed clean.

washbar.co.nz

2010 the Champion Yearling Holsteiner
Capatino GNZ, born at Goldengrove
Stud.

Tim has been training horses for the
past 13 years and is developing a passion
for coaching young riders. He already
has formed a strong rapport with very
successful current Grand Prix riders such
as Brooke Pullan on Terracotta Rose,
Oli Croucher on The Smartest Cookie,
Georgia Sheard on Phantom Warrior,
Jayden Horsfall on A Kind of Magic, and
Georgia Ross on Maserati II. He also has
many up and coming Grand Prix stars that
he is producing through monthly clinics
around the upper North Island.
Together their coaching has taken the
Bay of Islands Pony Club to victory at the
Cambridge Show Jumping Championships
an astounding seven times, and their

Proud sponsors of the
Kaimanawa Stallion
Challenge

facebook.com/washbar.nz

winning ways are starting to gain attention
around the country. They continue to
produce a series of high achieving happy
horses and riders (and parents!) Beyond
the arena, their teaching creates respect for
animals, and so provides a subtle guidance
for behaviour towards other living
beings, as encountered at school or work,
within the family, and throughout one’s
professional and adult life.

Kelly Wilson
Kelly Wilson grew up with horses
and competed with success across the
disciplines, including showing, show
hunter, eventing, games, and show
jumping to Pony Grand Prix level before
pursuing her creative talents.
In 2009 she graduated from the
Auckland University of Technology with
a Bachelor of Graphic Design, minoring
in Photography and Advertising. Over
the past five years Kelly has become a
highly sought after freelance designer,
photographer and equine journalist for
both the New Zealand and International
equestrian industries, and has won awards
for her photography and equestrian PR,
which includes the 2013 Equestrian Social
Media Awards for the Best Use of Social
Media in New Zealand and Australia.

Tim Featherstone and Kate Hewlett
In her free time Kelly enjoys writing and
she has just finished her first book, ‘For the
Love of Horses,’ which is being published
by Random House and will be available
in late 2014. She is currently working
on her second book, ‘The Chosen One’,
which is based on Showtym Major KH, an
aged stallion the Wilson sisters saved from
slaughter during the 2012 muster.

Working with the wild Kaimanawas
from the 2012 muster was a life changing
experience for Kelly and she loves how
much she has learnt from the wild horses.
She believes that every horse should be
trained as an individual and has a very
gentle and quiet approach to working with
young and difficult horses, ‘if a horse can’t
learn the way we train, maybe we should
train the way they learn.’

Kelly Wilson
Although highly competitive, Kelly
lacks the time to compete professionally
and rides solely for the enjoyment. In
early 2011, after six years away from
competition, she returned to the show
jumping arena and competed her horses
Ngahiwi Showtym Dancer and Showtym
Copycat with success in open classes to
1.25m and in the Amateur Rider Series.
www.KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org – 35

Ken and Jane Dromgool
Ken is New Zealand’s original Natural
Horsemanship Clinician. He has been
teaching for over 20 years, and was running
clinics before the Natural Horsemanship
phenomenon hit New Zealand.
Ken was heavily involved with helping
people with their Kaimanawas after the
very first muster, and was the subject of a
documentary film by Animal Planet about
the training of the Kaimanawas.
Ken and Jane have been teaching together
for 12 years, and over the last few years
have put themselves through an intensive
teaching training programme. They now
have a reputation for being empathetic and
effective teachers empowering people to
achieve great results with their horses.
They do, and have done, pretty much
everything there is to do with a horse.
From Dressage, Eventing, Show Hunter,
Team Roping, Harness, Trekking – they’ve
done it. Their breeding programs include
Thoroughbreds, Danish Warmbloods,
Quarterhorses, Gaited horses – as well
as a line of horses that is a continuation
of Kens fathers breed that began over 60
years ago. They breed, break in, and train

an astounding number of horses each year.
Some of the horses that they have trained
have gone on to achieve great things such
as winning the Auckland Cup, Grand
Prix Dressage, competing in the National
Team Roping Finals, as well as many many
horses that have become someone’s special
partner. Vicky Wilsons horse Showtym
Spotlight is one of the Dromgools breed.

Thomas babies in training, and have passed
on a couple of these exceptional horses to
Bill and his wife Felicity.
Ken and Jane are very excited about
receiving their two Kaimanawa stallions,
and are looking forward to being able to
showcase the versatility of these unique
horses.

Ken and Jane’s passion is providing the
missing link between Horsemanship
and the Performance horse. How to take
that happy relaxed supple horse that
works on a loose rein through to the
performance horse that requires contact
and engagement. Achieving power with
softness.
They have formed a working partnership
with Bill Noble who is a strong advocate
of their methods. They teamed up with
Bill to do demonstrations at Equidays and
have recently done a collaborative clinic in
Queenstown that was a raging success. Jane
trains with Bill, having had the gift of Bills
stallion Icarus Allsorts in his retirement.
Icarus (Thomas to his friends) taught Jane
a huge amount, and transformed her feel,
passion, and knowledge of dressage. The
couple currently have a large number of

Ken Dromgool

Versatile – Longevity – Robust
The Kaimanawa horses encompass the qualities we value here at Thoroughbred Floats –
their robustness, durability and their ability to cope with the knocks of daily use. If you want
a quality float, then look no further. What you see is what you get: Reputable, New Zealand engineering and craftsmanship.

Jane Dromgool

Like the Kaimanawa’s we have been established in New Zealand for many years, and
are here to stay. We have been put through the roughest times of the industry, and have
come out stronger and better than ever.
We strive to give back to the equine industry, with our focus to remain New Zealand made.
This makes us proud to be a sponsor of the Kaimanawa Stallion Challenges.

WWW.THOROUGHBREDFLOATS.CO.NZ
142 Whangarata Road, Tuakau | Ph: 09 236 8175, Mob: 027 437 0025 | Email: sales@thoroughbredfloats.co.nz
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Paddy Mair

Paddy Mair
Growing up in the King Country town
of Taumarunui, my time was spent at
Pattison’s or Rickards’ farm. The latter,
Cliff Rickards, was a horse-breaker from
Australia who was running the local Pony
Club. I was fortunate enough to become
best mates with his son Brian and spent all
my weekends and holidays on their farm.
Glued to the rails watching the horses they
were starting, and helping with this, I guess
my interest in horses had begun.
By the time I was 14 my two greatest
achievements, in my mind, were that I
could shoe my own horse, and shear a
sheep. By 15 I had attained my B, C,
and D riding certificates. It was then my
mother said “Paddy, if you are only going
to school to eat your lunch then you had
better leave and go farming”—so I was
gone! Down to the Kaitieke Valley farming,
my most memorable days being spent
mustering wild cattle out of the bush and
pig-hunting.
My wife Lynda, and I, had two children,
Tonya and Dion, and lived in Tauranga
on a small acreage. I started several horses
for friends over the years and my sporting
interests spread to rugby, judo, and
waterskiing. When we moved to Taupo
and bought a Holiday Park I spent some
years competing in Endurance events and
triathlons. I have two NZ Ironman finishes
to my credit, several half-Ironmans, and
marathons.
Then, the horse bug bit again. Initially I
dabbled in the Parelli way, then we were off
to the USA and a Ray Hunt clinic. From
Ray’s clinic I was changed to the new way
of horsemanship, attending clinics with
Buck Brannaman, Martin Black, Chris
Cox, and Clinton Anderson to name a few,
plus the “Road to the Horse” colt-starting
competition. Guy McLean from Australia
has also had an influence on me.
We lived in the UK for a while, and whilst
there we spent time at the Lipica (Slovenia)
and Piber (Austria) Lipizzaner studs.
Since returning to NZ we have owned
a Lipizzaner stallion and several mares,

Simone Frewin
and have been involved in breeding. We
recently imported our latest addition, a 2½
year old Lipizzaner colt.

best to communicate with them to achieve
human goals that wouldn’t normally occur
in a horse’s world.

And so it is, with this small bio, that I
wish all the Stallion trainers the best for
the coming months of hard work, and also
a big thank you to the sponsors of this
wonderful event.

It wasn’t long before Simone was being
called on again to help others with their
young, feral, and problem horses, so in
2005 she set up Horsey Home School.
Simone also began writing behavioural and
training articles for ‘The Organic Equine’
magazine which led to her articles being
published and reproduced in four countries
and online.

Simone Frewin
Simone has been ‘horse mad’ since birth,
according to her parents but didn’t start
riding lessons until the age of 5. By the age
of 7, she was riding all the ponies in the
neighbourhood that no responsible parent
was willing to put their own children on,
and was backing and giving mileage to
several young ponies too. Her mum finally
relented and leased her a horse when she
was 8yo. He was a full Clydesdale with
a strong will, but Simone coped just
fine with him until he was replaced with
a 9mth old colt by her well-meaning
mother. Although far from ideal as a first
horse, Simone made best of the situation,
and by the time she was 12yrs old she
had broken him in to ride by following
Robbie Murray’s book, ‘The Gentle Art
Of Horse Breaking’ to the letter. Simone
was fortunate that her young horse had an
incredible nature to start with, and she was
able to carry on honing her horse starting
skills through her horse’s breeder who hired
her to break in all of his stallion’s progeny.
Many of the horses were untouched until 2
years old, so they offered a great grounding
for Simone and developed her interest in
horse behaviour.

Simone now lives in Paparoa in North
Kaipara with her 11 horses (6 are
Kaimanawas), and works with clients’
horses at home.
“It’s what I love most. I get my biggest
buzz from working with the many diverse
personalities. I also really enjoy turning
people onto a more ‘mindful’ way of
dealing with their horses. It’s great to see
people have a whole new appreciation for
their horses based on who they are, rather
than what they can do competitively,” says
Simone.
Simone is looking forward to competing
in the KHH Stallion Challenges. “I don’t
usually work to a time-frame, I’m not a
competitive person, and I don’t like stress
and crowds, so this really is a challenge for
me. At 45 years old, I need something like
this to push me out of the comfortable rutt
I have created for myself ” she laughs.

Although Simone continued to break
and train all of her own horses, she
worked regular jobs throughout her teens
and twenties. In 1996 she met some
Kaimanawa horses at National Fieldays
and signed up to take two colts. She ended
up with the two plus a mature stallion,
and became firmly hooked on wild horses.
Working with wild horses taught Simone
so much more about horses in general—
how they think, how they act, and how
www.KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org – 37

Tina Fagan
Tina Fagan is the successful stud owner
and trainer at Starlight Farm, breeding
warmblood horses and performance ponies
across equestrians disciplines from dressage
to jumping.
Also known for her inspiring liberty and
ridden performances with the Warmblood
Stallion Damontez LS. Tina has also
competed successfully through the years
in Show Jumping and Horse Trials, and
in recent times commits herself to helping
others achieve their equestrian goals.
Highly skilled in Natural Horsemanship,
she offers lessons, clinics, demonstrations,
and also starts and trains youngsters for her
clients. Tina comments “From pleasure to
performance, and everything in-between,
I love everything about horses and love to
see others develop lasting partnerships—
that is inspiring at any level.”

Tina Fagan

“It is a great opportunity to take on a
Kaimanawa horse, and to develop this
hardy breed into a successful riding horse
and be part of the Kaimanawa challenge.
This will showcase the Kaimanawa horses
and the different types of training used to
develop them, and provide a window into
all of the trainers back yards.”

Tom Waara
Putting something on paper about myself
is not something I am used too, but here
you go…
My mother passed away when I was just
a boy, and with my father and elders
influence I was destined to work with
horses. My whanau have always bred,
broken, and ridden all our horses, allowing
us to hunt and cover vast terrain while
getting to many different meeting points.
I have always been incredibly humbled
by what a horse can do, how willing they
are to participate in extremely challenging
situations, and to have us both safe at the
other end.
When I work with the horses I do it with
my heart and soul, it takes mutual respect.
I have patience and let the horses work
with me and work at their own pace. Each
horse is unique.
My home and horses are on family land
where my ancestors are laid to rest and
look down upon me daily. I am part of the
Tuwharetoa, Ngati–Rangi, and Uenuku
tribes, a father of three, grandfather of 11
and great grandfather of two.
I am committed to our community,
fundraising through our trekking business
for local schools and Marae. I’m also the
wrangler for Cowboy Town (Mellonsfolly
Ranch), allowing the old cowboy in me to
come forth.
Through our Trekking I have met many
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Tom Waara
people from various facets of the equine
industry; and it is with this that one of
my current projects is an outdoor pursuit’s
course that challenges both horses and
riders, and assists in forming a stronger
bond between them.
I am honoured to be a part of the KHH
Stallion Challenge, these horses have been
a part of our lives for many many years,
they are tough, family oriented, and hold a
special place in my heart, as our tribal land
is the land that they call home.
I look forward to working with them to
prove the trainability of these horses and
showcase their uniqueness.

Read more each month
in the NZ Horse & Pony
Magazine

Vicki Wilson
Vicki Wilson is one of New Zealand’s most
successful and well respected show jump
riders, and is know for her competitive
edge and the ability to get the best from
her horses. In the 2013-2014 season she
won 10 Grand Prix classes and placed
in another 12, and at the 2014 Horse of
the Year she won the Premier Stakes and
6-Year-Old title, as well as claiming the
Lowry Medallion for the fifth time, and
the Nationwide Cup for her seventh year,
more than any other rider in history.
Vicki is well regarded for her versatility
and has won many national titles across
the Show Jumping, Show Hunter, and
Showing disciplines. She has represented
New Zealand in the winning Trans
Tasman Young Rider team three times, and
competed to 1.40m riding under the New
Zealand flag in Europe with many wins
and placings.
Although highly regarded for her team of
show jumpers, Vicki is perhaps equally
well known for her work with the wild
Kaimanawas. In 2012, alongside her sisters
Kelly and Amanda, she saved 11 wild
horses from slaughter and trained them for
the upcoming documentary Wind Eaters.
Their Facebook page Keeping up with the
Kaimanawas gained global recognition,

and in 2013 they won the prestigious FEI
Solidarity Award ahead of 2012 Olympic
gold medalist Carl Hester.
Vicki firmly believes in producing happy
horses that love their work, and has gained
a reputation for rehabilitating horses that
others had deemed sore or difficult. Many
riders see a horse with problems and their
thinking is "my horse is naughty and I
need it fixed, the sooner the better." They
will go anywhere and do anything as
long as someone can fix it… but what if
bucking, rearing, rushing, refusing, or poor
jumping technique was not the problem,
just a symptom. Surely, rather than mask
the symptom with big bits, whip, and
spurs, wouldn’t you want to get to and
resolve the cause?
Over the years Vicki has worked alongside
leading horsemen and women and her
knowledge of sore and difficult horses is
comprehensive. From skeletal and dental
issues, incorrect shoeing, saddle fit, and
more, Vicki works with a team of highly
respected colleagues to find solutions,
rather than punish the symptoms.
We live in a globalised world, more
interconnected than ever before, but even
with the advancement of technology and
ready access to knowledge, the welfare
of the horse is often compromised. In

Vicki Wilson
this generation there is little excuse for
ignorance and Vicki believes that there is a
vital need for people to better understand
their horses and she is committed to
improving horse welfare on a national and
international scale.

Follow the Trainers' Progress…
kaimanawaheritagehorses.org/events/kaimanawa-challenge-competitors
Amanda Wilson

www.facebook.com/KeepingUpWithTheKaimanawas

Anne MacAulay

www.facebook.com/CliebrigKaimanawas

Ben Longwell
Chloe Phillips-Harris
Dromgool Horsemanship
Kate Hewlett and Tim
Featherstone
Kelly Wilson
Simon Frewin

www.facebook.com/pages/True-West-Horsemanship/166172893430137
www.facebook.com/WildHorseProject
www.facebook.com/DromgoolHorsemanship
www.katesridingcentre.co.nz/our-kaimanawa-stallion-challenge
www.facebook.com/KeepingUpWithTheKaimanawas
www.facebook.com/KaiparaKaimanawas

Tina Fagan

www.facebook.com/pages/Starlight-Farm/254774238014

Tom Waara

www.facebook.com/pages/Tommy-Waara-Kaimanawa-Horse-StallionChallenge-2014/1383410241947464

Vicki Wilson

www.facebook.com/KeepingUpWithTheKaimanawas

Visit us at Equidays and HoY
Equidays – Friday 17th to Sunday 19th
October 2014 – www.equidays.co.nz
HoY – March 2015 – www.HoY.co.nz
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Patience - Wild Horse in Training
We all know the story—every two years the
Kaimanawa horse muster happens. And
every two years too many horses, including
the older stallions, ended up on a one-way
trip.
The WashBar way is to be a little different,
so when offered the opportunity to be
a sponsor of the Kaimanawa Stallion
Challenge, we jumped at it.
We believe in the power of partnership and
being part of this challenge epitomises that
philosophy. It’s showing that these horses
can be trained and are suitable for life
beyond the wild. It’s also a chance to see
some of our top trainers work their magic.

individual horse can do. Similar challenges
have been held in America and Australia,
and audiences are amazed at the willingness
of the horses, who under the direction
of their talented trainers often perform
amazing feats. We can’t wait to see what
magic unfolds in March at Equidays.

WashBar clean start
A chance meeting with Kelly Wilson from
Keeping up with the Kaimanawas started
the ball rolling with our Kaimanawa
journey. A conversation about some of the
problems and reactions their Kaimanawas
from the 2012 muster had with more
‘traditional’ shampoos led to them trying
our Horse & Hound Shampoo Bar, with
great success.
We believe our Horse & Hound Shampoo
Bar is the very best thing you can put onto
your horses’ skin, including those straight
out of the wild.
After talking with the Wilson sisters and
several other trainers, it became apparent
that washing is an important part of their
training programmes. Not only does it help
with coat care, it also really helps establish
trust and building a bond. Plus it makes
life easier for others who work with the
horses, like the farrier or vet.

But this is more than just the relationship
between the horses and their trainers.
Being a part of the challenge has given
us a glimpse in to the incredible efforts
that go in from the Kaimanawa Heritage
Horse team with the muster - which
is an epic undertaking to say the least.
The partnership between KHH, the
Department of Conservation, and NZ
Army shows how we can work together to
balance the needs of the environment with
sustaining a healthy wild horse population.
The results of the muster with so few
horses who were not rehomed is testament
to the dedication of the KHH team and
just how far they’ve come with creating
public awareness about these amazing little
horses. The Stallion Challenge is going to
take that awareness even further.
The Stallion Challenge is a journey where
each trainer must dig deep to build the
trust of a wild horse. The horses will teach,
test patience and expand knowledge in
ways never imagined. And they're an
amazing breed that will bond with their
handler like no other horse ever will.
Every horse is unique, with different skills
and strengths that are still to be uncovered.
The WashBar Freestyle Class at Horse of
the Year will be a chance to show what each
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Many of the horses from this years muster
have come in with lice (which is not
something you want on your property).
Packed full of neem oil, Horse & Hound
will also treat lice without the need for
harsh chemicals.
“Washing the horses was an important
part of our training process and greatly
befitted the wild horses in their early days
of handling,” Kelly says.
“Since discovering WashBar Horse &
Hound we have been using it on our
Kaimanawas. We love that it’s all natural,
can be used on horses straight out of the
wild and doesn’t strip their coats like other
products. We have had great
success with it. It’s easy to get
a rich lather, rinses well and
gives a whole new meaning to
the word clean – whites are
whiter and their coats have
never been softer.”
Every horse rehomed from the
muster went with a Horse &
Hound Shampoo Bar – that’s
over 140 bars out so all the
horses in the challenge and
those being rehomed privately
can all have a WashBar clean
start.

The WashBar Story
When founder Jules Smith was asked to
make a bar of soap to see if she could help
her friend’s dog with skin allergies, she had
no idea quite where it would take her.
When she realised what a difference that
first bar made for Jess and her owner, she
looked into who else she could help. She
discovered a lack of genuinely natural
products for dogs and horses. So WashBar
was born. From that day, our Whangareibased business has grown consistently.
Fast forward almost four years from that
first bar of soap, and WashBar now has
a range of products, all researched and
developed in-house, and manufactured in
state of the art facilities in New Zealand.
Overwhelming demand has seen WashBar
become the leading natural coat care brand
in New Zealand, as well as attracting
strong interest from overseas.
At WashBar we are committed to
producing natural, safe, and sustainable
products which work. Our philosophy is
simple—nature has already created the
finest ingredients and they don’t need to
be synthesized or tampered with. We just
blend them in a way that works best. We
leave the rest to nature.
For information on our range and where to
get your WashBar fix, check out washbar.
co.nz.

Jules Smith &

the WashBar Team

Horse & Hound Shampoo Bar
Packed full of neem, lemon myrtle, manuka, and kanuka essential oils. When
these all natural ingredients combine, something amazing happens creating a
soap that is anti-fungal and anti-bacterial, as well as anti-inflammatory, anti-viral,
anti-allergenic and anti-insects. It does all this while being incredibly gentle on
the most sensitive and wildest of skin.
•

Helps soothe itchy skin without stripping oils from coat

•

Ticks and lice should drop off within a day

•

Clears up mud fever, rain scald and ring worm

•

Won't leak in your tack bag and you won't lose half the bottle when the
horse kicks it over

•

Whitens whites

•

There’s the equivalent of over a litre of liquid shampoo in each and every bar

•

Puts an amazing shine to even the wildest of coats

Wild Horse Sponsors Bag

Every horse from this years muster went to their new home with a gift
pack. Kaimanawa Heritage Horses would like to thank

• Aniwell

• Merial Ancare

• Bayer

• Saddlery Warehouse

• DomHealth

• Washbar

• Equidays
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Meet the 2014 Committee
A new committee was elected at the AGM in May, and we are pleased to introduce some new
faces, as well as welcoming back many you will be familiar with. There are a couple of missing faces
this time, but I am sure we will continue seeing Sonja and Leo Mors helping out where they can.

Allan Buscke

club days.

Vice-Chairperson

Now I am back in gorgeous NZ, living
in Aka Aka and have my own horses
again (as yet not a Kaimanawa). I divide
my time between our farm and working
for my parents in their pharmaceutical
manufacturing business - Aniwell.
We became involved in sponsoring
anddonating to KHH in 2012 for the last
muster, and have been keen and interested
participants since then. I look forward to
being part of this dynamic committee of
very dedicated and passionate people and
one day having a Kai in my paddock, to
further my equine education.

Having been involved with the Jenks
family for more than 30 years one way or
another I suppose there was no way out
when it came to the Kaimanawa horses.

Elder Jenks

Elder Jenks
Chairperson / Treasurer
I was born in Invercargill and later moved
to Auckland.
My work life was spent in Management in
the electrical wholesale field and involved
lighting at all levels.
My involvement with Kaimanawa horses
dates from 1995 when my wife and I
moved to a rural property and got our first
Kaimanawa horse. Since then I have been
very involved in doing all that Marilyn and
I can in helping these great horses.

I did have a horse as a teenager and helped
a mate out at a racing stable on the odd
occasion. When our daughter was old
enough we got a pony, and have had horses
ever since.
Elder knew, well before I did, that I was
due to volunteer to become a committee
member. I mostly help out when asked
(working the BBQ) or get told by Sue
that the mucking out needs doing for the
two Kaimanawa horses we now have, to
pick up yet more feed and get along to the
committee meetings.
However, having joined it has been an
enjoyable experience and I hope it will
continue for many years to come.

Michele Haultain

I have spent the last 16 years involved with
groups dedicated to this cause, improving
welfare and treatment for the horses.
Marilyn and I have eight horses, six of
which are Kaimanawa, plus we usually
have one or two rescue horses for up to a
year or two while they get back to health
and are handled etc. These are then moved
on to good homes.
I still feel a bit of a city boy living in the
country but wouldn’t change it for the
world.

Michele Haultain
Welfare

Samantha Sinclair

Samantha Sinclair
Secretary / Meeting Organiser
I have been fortunate enough to be
involved with horses since a young child.
My first horse was a newly broken 2 year
old station-bred I had on a sheep and beef
station in the hills around Rotorua. We
grew up together and he certainly taught
me a lot (more than I taught him I am
sure).

Allan Buscke
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Over the years horses have always been a
part of my life, even when I lived in the
tropics of North Queensland and didn't
own one myself, I had friends who did
and always seemed to need a rider. I was
involved in Natural Horsemanship clinics
and participated in Australian Stock Horse

My name is Michele Haultain and I have
worked fulltime with horses for thirty
years. Fifteen years ago I became involved
with Kaimanawa horses and have been
addicted ever since.
The yards on our farm were the central
drop-off point for many years. I continue
to work in the yards in Huntly where the
mustered horses are drenched and trucked
out to their new homes.
My passion is rescuing and rehabilitating
horses. It has been both heart breaking
and rewarding over the years - the most
stressful part for me is rehoming them.
Hearing from the new owners makes it
worthwhile and I always have an open door
policy for any of them to come back to me
if for some reason it doesn’t work out.
The Kaimanawa horses have always been
great teachers and it has been a privilege to
work with all of them. I now have a small
agistment property in Ohaupo. I look
forward to a great year on the committee.

Robin Sisley
Kelly Cairney

Kelly Cairney
Fundraising and Welfare
I was bought my first pony at 7, and
attended Mangere pony club over my
teenage years. I still ride, but do not
compete, and the majority of my time is
spent caring for horses I have taken on,
many of which suffered from advanced
laminitis or lameness that might otherwise
have been put down. I started a very long
journey some years ago, studying towards
a science degree part time. My first paper
was Equine Health and Nutrition, and at
the time I worked for a specialist equine
vet where I got experience nursing horses
back to health. I feel deeply when a horse is
neglected, and I try to do all I can to help.

I wish that all those who have been
entrusted with the care of these marvelous
horses experience the same joy and
enrichment that they have provided me.
As an area coordinator I have had the
pleasure of meeting and working with
many people, some of whom have only
just been introduced to Kaimanawas. I’m
enjoying their excitement and look forward
to continuing in this role.

Simone Frewin
Committee
I first sat on a horse at the age of two
and was instantly hooked! I pestered my
parents into formal riding lessons at the
age of five and began riding all sorts of
ponies for other people. At eight years old,
my nonhorsey mother leased me a full
Clydesdale (blinkered bridle and all) and a
year later, she bought me a nine-month-old
colt because she liked him. This was the
start of my handling young horses and he
was the first horse I broke in to ride; this
was when I was 12 years old.

Currently I own The White Room Salon,
and I am a trained Film and TV Makeup
Artist, so managing my business and horse
interests is a full time juggle.
I first became interested in the
Kaimanawa's plight in the 90s when the
first muster took place, and I got my first
filly from the 2009 muster.
I am starting an animal welfare certificate
soon, and I look forward to being part of
the KHH committee with people that give
as much as they can for these incredible
animals.

Robin Sisley
Area Rep Coordinator
I’ve had the privilege of living alongside
Kaimanawa horses for the last seventeen
years. My journey began in 1997 with the
arrival of ten wild stallions—they were the
most amazing and intriguing horses I’d
ever met, and were the catalyst for my life
changing experiences and education with
the wild Kaimanawa horses that followed.
It’s an exciting time for the Kaimanawa
horses, they were often unjustly maligned
back in the earlier muster years, and it’s
wonderful to see them out there validating
themselves—capturing attention and
respect, and having the secure and bright
futures that they so deserve.

Simone Frewin

Leigh Wills

Leigh Wills
Area Rep Coordinator
Hi everyone, I feel very proud to continue
to represent our wild Kaimanawa Horses
on the committee. It is an honour to be
associated with a team of such passionate
and dedicated people. I hope that this
year we can continue to support and
build the profile of the horses for the
betterment of their overall well-being.
My passion lies with young horses. The
company I founded, Equus Education
(NZ) Ltd, specialises in the education
and development of foals through to
yearlings. We work on site at private
clients and thoroughbred studs throughout
New Zealand and present our expertise
worldwide.

Horses continued to be the focus of my
life outside of school and, later, work
and in 1996, while working at Fieldays,
I wandered into a stand promoting
Kaimanawa horses. I signed up to take two
colts from the muster that was planned for
the following year and became involved
with the fight to have horses rehomed
rather than slaughtered. I ended up with
three horses from that muster, two twoyear-old colts and an older stallion, and I
have been involved with Kaimanawa horses
ever since.
Since the first muster in 1997, I’ve
continued to handle wild Kaimanawas
from almost every muster and have
continued to be involved in everything
‘Kaimanawa’. I had no idea when I first
signed up in 1996 what an amazing
journey Kaimanawa horses would take me
on and I’m still thoroughly enjoying the
ride.
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The equestrian world has now started to
appreciate what we have known all along,
that the Kaimanawa horses are very special,
and a national treasure.
We still have a way to go, and it will be a
wonderful day when the musters can be
replaced with Immuno contraception, and
there will be no more Kaimanawa horses
sent to slaughter purely because they are
where they are.

published by Random House and she has
plans to write a series for young adults—
she is currently working on ‘The Chosen
One’ which is based on Showtym Major
KH, an aged stallion the Wilson sisters
saved from slaughter during the 2012
muster.
Alongside her sisters she has saved over 20
Kaimanawas from slaughter in the past two
years, and is committed to improving the
welfare for New Zealand’s wild horses.

Sue Buscke

Sue Buscke
Membership
This is my third term responsible for
keeping the Membership List up to date.
I have two Kaimanawa ponies and three
horses that are not Kaimanawas. I love
working with and riding horses and hope
to continue doing so.

Ben Moores
Kelly Wilson

Kelly Wilson
Events / Merchandise

Marilyn Jenks

Marilyn Jenks
Ambassador
I was one of the foundation committee
members of the then KWHWT which
has become Kaimanawa Heritage Horses
(KHH).
It has been remarkable to see how KHH
started with humble beginnings and has
grown in strength, and that’s due to its
passionate and hard working committee
and wonderful members.
I feel extremely privileged to have
been part of that journey and feel very
humbled with the wonderful support the
Kaimanawa horses are now receiving.
The Kaimanawa horses have had their
share of unfair treatment over the years,
and it is really satisfying to see the
change of attitude by the Department of
Conservation, the Army, and the public in
general.
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Kelly joined the committee in 2013 and
has been influential in launching the
Kaimanawa Stallion Challenges after she
saw the quality of horses being sent to
slaughter during the 2012 muster. She
has spent the last 18 months designing
logos, proposals and merchandise, liasing
with Equidays and Horse of the Year,
and approaching sponsors and potential
trainers to bring New Zealand’s first wild
horse challenges to the public.
The challenges are proving to be a
resounding success with every stallion
suitable to rehome having been saved from
slaughter for the very first time. Kelly
is excited to continue on as the event’s
coordinator, and alongside the committee
has plans to expand the challenges to
include both youth and amateurs. She
is committed to raising the profile of
Kaimanawa horses so less horses are
slaughtered during the musters, and placed
with experienced homes.
Kelly graduated from Auckland University
of Technology in 2009 with a Bachelor
of Graphic Design, and over the past five
years she has become a highly sought
after freelance designer, photographer and
equine journalist for both the New Zealand
and International equestrian industries,
and has won awards for her photography
and equestrian PR. In late 2014 her first
book ‘For the Love of Horses’ will be

Ben Moores
Magazine / Immuno-Contraception / Merchandise
This is my second year on the committee,
and I'm very excited about the events and
activities that are going to take place this
term.
I've been interested in the Kaimanawa
horses ever since the first big musters in the
90s, and I feel privileged to be able to give
something back to the horses that got me
interested in horses to begin with.
I only started riding, or doing anything
with horses, a few years ago, and being
on the committee and meeting all the
talented people involved has taught me a
huge amount. I hope that at some future
muster I will be in a position to take on a
Kaimanawa of my own.
This term I am also assisting with the
immuno-contraceptive position. I hope
that one day a system can be found
where musters of the current scale are not
necessary.

Sue Millard
Immuno-Contraception /Australian Brumby Alliance
This term Sue is continuing her roles with
Immuno-Contraception and liasing with
the Australian Brumby Alliance, of which
KHH is a member.

Grace Robertson

Katrina Duncan

Katrina Duncan

Grace Robertson

Committee

Breed Registrar

Although I have been a passionate follower
and supporter of the Kaimanawa horses
for years, this is my first year on the
committee.

I was born in Yorkshire, England, and I
am married to MP Ross Robertson with
four adult children. My favourite food is
roast dinner, and my favourite drink is
chardonnay. My favourite TV programmes
are Millionaire Hot Seat and Trackside.

I live on a lifestyle block in the Waikato
with my husband, son, 3 ponies, 2 dogs
and a cat.
In 2009 I adopted a foal from the muster.
A beautiful, fluffy foal arrived and we
named her Ciara, which is Celtic for
“small, dark one”. It has been a huge
learning curve for me, but it has also
been the most rewarding and fulfilling
experience I have had with horses. Ciara
and I attended the Kaimanawa National
Show for the first time this year, and won
reserve Champion Inhand.
Over the last few years, we have sponsored
two other Kaimanawas from different
musters. Joining the committee was the
next step for me, and I look forward to
helping to give something back to these
very special horses.

My hobbies are working with young
horses, watching horse racing, and walking
my dogs Diesel (pug) and Frank (chocolate
Labrador). I also have a chocolate Burmese
called Hershey.
On my day off I can be found doing
Kaimanawa registrations (just kidding.)
I have owned a Kaimanawa for most of the
time since I got my first wild horse from
the 2000 muster (which soon became two
horses). Presently I just have the one, an
unbroken mare.

Tanya Cole
Merchandise

Neil Wells

Tanya is one of our new committee
members, and this term she is assiting with
merchandise.

Patron
Neil has been involved in animal welfare
for the past 40 years including holding
positions in the Royal New Zealand SPCA
and the World Society for the Protection
of Animals. He became the Patron of
the Kaimanawa Heritage Horse Welfare
Society in 2004. He is an expert on animal
law and is the author of Animal Law in
New Zealand, published by Thomson
Reuters.
He now lives on a lifestyle block in Te
Kuiti with his wife Christine and an array
of farm animals including a Kaimanawa
mare.

Become a KHH Member to
receive your subscription to
the KHH Magazine
www.KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org/
get-involved/membership/

Neil Wells
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Raffle
Tickets
Here
Volunteers needed…
Kaimanawa Heritage Horses will be running a raffle from the 24th September to the 18th December and we
are looking for people who can help us sell tickets. There are great prizes, including a first prize of a custom
painted Classic DLX Thoroughbred Float. If you can help us by selling a book of tickets, please contact us at
info@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

1st Prize

TICKET NUMBER:

1500

Custom painted Classic DLX
Thoroughbred Float. Two horse straight
load, 100% NZ Made and all hand made.
Valued at $15,070
Donated by Thoroughbred Floats

Name: ___________________
________________________

2nd Prize

One hour helicopter ride for two
people over the Kaimanawa Ranges to
view the wild herds.Valued over $1500
Donated by Homelighting Austin Family

Phone: ___________________

3rd Prize

Email:____________________
_______________________

Your choice of $250 KHH Merchandise

4th Prize

Address: _________________
________________________
________________________

x2 Adult Grand Prix Entry Tickets
to 2015 Equidays

5th Prize

A CUSTOM PAINTED

CLASSIC DLX
HORSE FLOAT VALUED AT

$15070
1500
TICKET NUMBER:

One Year Subscription to
the NZ Horse & Pony Magazine

Organised by Cyril Elder Jenks
55C Baldhill Road RD3 Pukekohe

WIN

Terms & Conditions: Participation in this raffle costs $20.00 per ticket. Tickets available 24th September to the 18th December. Monies raised by this raffle will support Kaimanawa Heritage
Horse Welfare Inc, Read full Terms & Conditions at kaimanawaheritagehorses.org. Organised by Cyril Elder Jenks 55C Baldhill Road RD3 Pukekohe. Phone 09 236 4115. To be drawn
from a covered container by NZ Police 37 Manukau Road Pukekohe at 10am on the 22nd December 2014. Results will be advertised in the NZ Herald and Dominion post on the
24th December 2014. 1-1500 Tickets to be sold. Should it be cancelled details to be in the NZ Herald & Dominion Post on 7th November 2014 all money would be refunded.
“By Licence issued under section 37 of the Gambling Act 2003 (LTXXX)” Internal Affairs PO Box 10095 Wellington 6143 Phone 04 495 7200.

Franklin Vets Special Offer

Check out the special offer from Franklin Vets for people who took Stallions and Colts from this years muster

$100 OFF

Castrations of
mustered entire
males
(mileage and drug charges will apply at normal prices)
Offer only available within the
Franklin Vets geographical area
For further details
please contact your nearest Franklin Vets branch or

Equine Reception
Ph 0-9-238 2471
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BEACHLANDS | PAPAKURA |
PUKEKOHE | WAIUKU
TE KAUWHATA | TAUPIRI | KOPU
www.franklinvets.co.nz/equine

Committee Members
Chairperson/Treasurer

Samantha Sinclair

Elder Jenks
Pukeoware
09-236-4115
elder@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Secretary
Pukekohe
027–825–9484
samantha@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Vice Chairperson

Simone Frewin

Allan Buscke
Patumahoe
09-236-3559
allan@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Paparoa		
09-431-6111
simone@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Welfare
Michele Haultain
Ohaupo 		
07-823-6099
michele@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Ben Moores

Tanya Cole
Merchandise
Warkworth
09–422–5004
tanya@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Other Team Members
Grace Robertson

Magazine / Merchandise / Immuno
Clevedon
021-105-5853
ben@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Breed Registrar
Drury		
09-294-7749
grace@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Katrina Duncan

Sue Buscke

Cambridge
021–615–818
katrina@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Membership
Patumahoe
09-236-3559
sueb@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Kelly Cairney
Welfare / Fundraising
Waiau Pa
09–232–0129
kellyc@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Kelly Wilson
Events / Merchandise
Hikurangi
09-433-9588
kelly@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Leigh Wills
Area Representative Coordinator
Cambridge
07-823-5688
leigh@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Robin Sisley

Area Representative Coordinator
Hamilton
07-843-5360
robin@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Sue Millard
Immuno-contraception / ABA
Waiuku 		
09-235-5926
sue@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Marilyn Jenks
Ambassador
Pukeoware
09-236-4115
marilyn@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

Patron
Neil Wells

Postal Address
KAIMANAWA HERITAGE HORSES
PO Box 133
Patumahoe
Franklin 2344
New Zealand

Advertising
Kaimanawa Heritage Horses (KHH)
has members all around New Zealand,
and some in Australia. Our members are
from all walks of life, but share a passion
for horses and for the welfare of our NZ
heritage horse.
We publish this magazine three times a
year. It contains articles from members
and friends of KHH. These include articles
about the musters, annual national show,
ranges trips, and stories from members.
With a circulation of 400 copies and
growing, each is usually kept by the
member and shared with friends and
family to spread the word about the
Kaimanawa horses.
Advertising space is limited, and all profits
go towards supporting the Kaimanawa
horses. Multi-edition discounts of 10% for
two editions, and 20% for three editions
apply.

Width

Height

Per Edition

210
210
210
210
105
105
105
105

60
120
180
300
60
120
180
300

$200
$375
$550
$800
$110
$200
$300
$410

Notices and Copyright

Share your Kaimanawa Story

To reach a Kaimanawa Heritage Horses representative in your area, please contact Leigh
Wills or Robin Sisley.

We are always looking to share
members’ stories of their time with their
Kaimanawas.

Kaimanawa Heritage Horses is part of the Brumby Alliance.
All information, stories, and photos in this magazine belong to Kaimanawa Heritage
Horses ©2014. Nothing from this magazine can be used, copied, or reproduced without
written permission from the Kaimanawa Heritage Horses Chairperson.
The views expressed in articles in this magazine are not necessarily those of the KHH
Committee.

If you have a story you would like to share,
please send it as plain text, with images as
large separate files, to the magazine editor
listed inside the front cover.
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Kaimanawas
For Sale
Chevvy
13.2hh, 8yo, gelding
Chevvy has been in our family for 3 years,
but my daughter has sadly grown out of
him.
Chevvy has done pony club, show hunter,
ODEs, show jumping, and games.
He came 4th in the Woodhill Sands Show
Hunter Winter Series, and 3rd at the
Rosedale Show Jumping day series. He
has won many 1st and 2nd ribbons at the
National Kaimanawa shows in 2013 and
2014.
Chevvy is a fun, go anywhere, do anything,
pony. He has been to the forest, beach, and
over the farm. Chevvy would make a great
second pony, and only the best home will
do.
$8,500
Contact Sarah
Phone: 021–053–8074 / 07–829–5417

Rata
3yo, 15hh, gelding
Rata is a KHH sponsored yearling from
the 2012 muster.
Leads, ties up, picks up feet, etc. Very
clever and full of character. Showing a
natural talent for jumping, a great prospect
for a sport horse. Lots of fun, would best
suit someone with experience with young
horses who can continue his education as
he matures.
To approved home only.
Contact Simone Frewin
Phone: 09–341–6111
Email: Simone@KaimanawaHeritageHorses.org

